Keurig Green Mountain

K140

SINGLE SERVE OFFICE BREWING SYSTEM

The Keurig® K140 Brewing System is the perfect
solution for small businesses, individual
offices, conference rooms and waiting areas.
With an easy-to-refill facility, the brewer
will fit into almost anywhere, built to be
incredibly simple and reliable. Soon to
offer a choice of more than 20 varieties
of gourmet coffees, teas and speciality
beverages from brands like Starbucks®
and Twinings®. Now everyone in the
office can brew the beverage they love.
The K140 brewer is designed for the
modern coffee drinker, with adjustable
brew sizes including the large 10
oz., ready in less than 60 seconds. Each K-Cup® pod contains the finest beans - ground, measured and sealed in
individual airtight packs, delivering quality and freshness every time. With Twinings® Tea and premium coffee,
the K140 will create the gourmet experience in every brew for clients and staff.

A BEVERAGE
FOR EVERY OCCASION

THE PATENTED
K-CUP® POD

Whether you have a taste for
bold, mild, exotic, fragrant, dark
or light hot drink, the Keurig®
Brewing System makes it
happen simply and deliciously.
No fuss - less mess.

Each K-Cup® pod is made
with an airtight lid and cup
locking out oxygen, light and
humidity – ensuring a fresh
and consistent flavour for each
brew. You’ll never have to worry
about serving your guests a
stale coffee again.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

FAIRTRADE FOUNDATION

KEY FEATURES

• Dimensions
Height: 338mm / Width: 241mm /
Depth: 290mm.

Keurig Green Mountain as a company believes
that each product can be sourced, designed
and manufactured in ways
that are good for people.
They have been the largest
purchaser of Fairtrade
Coffee in the world for three
years in a row (2010, 2011
and 2012).

• Less clean-up, less mess

• Connection
220-240 AC, 5 amp fused. 50Hz.
• Water Requirements
Cold water is poured into the drink reservoir
by hand - 1.4 litre max. tank capacity. Also
features a drainable hot water tank.
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LARGE
10 oz. CUP
The Keurig® K140 large drink option will brew
a 10 oz. cup of coffee, the
perfect size for the modern
consumer. The K140 will
give you the flexibility in
cup sizes for when you or
your guests need that little
bit extra!

• Energy Savings Mode – Auto Off
• Branded drinks available 24/7
• Choice of 3 cup sizes
• Sleek and stylish design
• Complements any office space
• Removable water reservoir

